Lessons and Legacies VI
The Presence of the Holocaust

International Conference on the Holocaust
November 17-20, 2000
at Northwestern University

Sponsored by The Holocaust Educational Foundation and the Departments of History and German and the Crown Program of Jewish Studies, Northwestern University

For information regarding registration, please contact The Holocaust Educational Foundation at: hef3@aol.com or 847.676.3700
**Friday, November 17:**

4:00 Roundtable I: New Perspectives on the Holocaust
Omer Bartov (Brown), chair • Darli Mollie (Warsaw), Raya Cohen (Tel Aviv) • Christian Gerlach (Berlin)

6:00 Opening Reception and Dinner
Remarks: Earl Abramson, Chairman of the Board of the HEF

8:00 Yehuda Bauer (Jerusalem/Clark) - The Problem of Non-Armed Jewish Reactions to Nazi Rule in Eastern Europe - A New Look

**Saturday, November 18:**

8:45 Panel 1: Newly Declassified Documents
Donald McKale (Clemson), chair • Richard Breitman (American) • Ron Zweig (Bar Ilan/Georgetown) • Michael Phayer (Marchette) • Vatican Finance and the Holocaust • Don Zieg (Bar Ilan/Georgetown) • Transferring Wealth, Cargo Cuts, and the Hungarian Gold Train

10:45 Coffee

11:00 Panel 3: Holocaust Images in the Visual Mass Media
Stuart Lieberman (CUNY), chair • Laurie Baron (San Diego State) • Genres of Holocaust Memory: Conventions in Holocaust Films • Judy Donovan (St. Louis) • Nazi Images Redux • Jeffrey Shandler (Rutgers) • Art and Amusement: Advertising and the Holocaust on American Television

11:00 Panel 4: Assets and Compensation
Jonathan Petropoulos (Claremont-McKenna), chair • Jonathan Steinberg (Pennsylvania) • Justice Among the Generations: War Crimes Trials and Asset Claims • Helen Jutz (Washington/London) • Tracing Jewish Losses outside of Germany • Constantin Goschler (Berlin) • German Restitution to Holocaust Victims Since 1945

1:00 Lunch

2:00 Workshops and Data Base Demonstration
The Fritz Bauer Institute Video Database Project • Ronny Loewy (Frankfurt) • Teaching the Holocaust for the First Time • Holocaust Pedagogy and Social Justice • Gender and the Holocaust • Team Teaching the Holocaust Course • Teaching about Interwar Polish Jewry • Virtual Nazi Concentration and Death Camps • New CD-ROM Resources for the Holocaust Educator

**Sunday, November 19:**

4:00 Roundtable II: The Presence of the Holocaust in North America
Michael Marrus (Toronto), chair • Deborah Ovako (Clarks) • Peter Novick (Chicago) • Jeffrey Herf (Maryland) • Hilena Flanzbaum (Guelph)

6:30 Dinner
Remarks: Zev Weiss, President of the HEF

8:00 Ian Buruma (London) - The Innocent Child: Child-like, Childish and Children's Perspectives on the Holocaust

**Monday, November 20:**

8:45 Panel 6: German Academics and the Holocaust
Geza von Molnar (Northeastern), chair • Alan Gross (Nebraska) • Reflecting on Jewish Research in Nazi Germany • Patricia von Pappen (Berlin) • The Frankfurt Institute for Research into the Jewish Question • Konrad Januschk (UNC-Pittsburgh) • Unasked Questions: The Debate about the Complicity of Historians in the Third Reich

10:45 Coffee

11:00 Panel 7: Historiography: The Work of Christopher Browning
Peter Hayes (Northwestern), chair • Eberhard Jannen (Stuttgart) • Browning and the Central Questions • Dan Michman (Yad Vashem/Bar Ilan) • Euphoria as the Core: Situating Christopher Browning • Gerhard Weinberg (North Carolina) • Browning and the Big Picture

Panel 8: Promoting, Resisting, and Exposing the Holocaust
Kurt Schleunes (U-Minneapolis), chair • Gregory Wegner (Wisconsin-LaCrosse) • Racial Antisemitism and Schooling in the Third Reich • Alfred Lindemann (McGill) • The Political Pioneers and the Resistance of Jews alongside non-Jews in Holland • Suzanne Brown (Maryland) • Victims: German Catholics and Cardinal Aloisius Meisner's One World in Charity, 1946-59

1:00 Lunch

2:00 Workshops and Data Base Demonstration
The Fritz Bauer Institute Video Database Project • Ronny Loewy (Frankfurt) • Teaching the Holocaust in the New Millennium • Exploring Jewish Cultural Responses to the Nazi Genocide • Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust • The Holocaust in Transnational • The Criminality of the Wehrmacht • New CD-ROM Resources for the Holocaust

4:00 Roundtable III: The Presence of the Holocaust in Europe
David Herzig (Michigan State), chair • Peter Logrou (Paris) • Tony Judt (NYU) • David Cesarani (Southampton) • Hanno Loewy (Frankfurt)

6:00 Reception and Dinner, Hosted by President Henry Bienen of Northwestern University

8:15 James Young (Massachusetts) • Germany's Holocaust Memorial Problem—and Mine

1:00 Lunch and Closing remarks